
Reviewer’s 1 comment: 

“Please make the following changes:  

1. The study's title must be changed to be guided by the study's 

goal/objectives, so that the title, after the amendment, does not exceed twenty 

words and is free of abbreviations, in accordance with the distinguished title 

specifications.  

2. Considering displaying the most important study results in the study 

abstract.  

3. Rewrite the study's introduction to include more references that are current. 

4. Keeping in mind that the final paragraph of the introduction should 

demonstrate the research problem and its treatment within the context of the 

study's objective. 

5. The need to re-review the search results to avoid errors and ensure that the 

results are properly monitored.  

6. Side headings should be avoided in the discussion section. 

7.  Work on including the study's limitations and strengths, as well as the 

recommendations, in the final paragraph of the discussion. 

8. The way the conclusion was written was incorrect for a scientific paper 

abstract. The conclusion should be in the form of a single brief paragraph 

demonstrating the achievement of the goal from none within the framework 

of the study's findings, with no side headings. 

9.  Please work on updating the references and excluding what is no longer 

current in them to improve the research. 

10.  Considering the linguistic revision after adding the arbitrators' 

amendments, as well as avoiding typographical and spelling errors. Good 

luck,” 

 

Answer: 

1. Title has been changed to “Musculoskeletal complications in Long Covid: A 

systematic review”. Word “systematic” has been added. 



2. Important result like “fatigue as most common complication” 

and ”rehabilitation study needs” have been added. 

3. Changes done. 

4. Changes done. 

5. Re-reviewed and search results monitored. 

6. We added subheadings in the discussion section for highlighting important 

impact areas. We hoped that it would help in a better understanding of the 

review. But we removed the “all cap” format and changed it accordingly. But 

we preferred to keep those subheadings. 

7. Strength and limitation added in last para of discussion section. 

8. Made in one paragraph and changes done. 

9. Done. 

10 Checked and revision done. 

 

Reviewer’s 2 comment: None 

Answer: Not applicable. 


